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Release Notes SanerNow 6.1.1

Published Date: March 26, 2024

This maintenance release for SanerNow 6.1.1 contains enhancements and bug fixes.

Enhancements:

OAuth support for Mail configuration: We have enhanced our mail settings to support
OAuth protocol for users using Gmail and O365 email accounts. With the introduction of
the OAuth protocol, the mail configuration in SanerNow will be highly secure and provide
a seamless experience to our users. Click here to learn more.

Secret key support for MFA: You can now use a secret key in addition to the existing
QR code to enable Multi-factor authentication.

New visual cue for unscanned devices in SanerNow: We have enhanced the device
monitoring in SanerNow to display a unique icon for  devices not  scanned for  seven
consecutive days or more. You will  get details about the last scan performed on the
device by hovering over this newly introduced icon. Click here to learn more.

Group criteria in Custom Groups: We have enhanced the Custom groups in SanerNow,
where  you can choose  between ‘AND’  and ‘OR’  conditions  when defining  group criteria.
This provides greater flexibility in identifying devices during the creation/updation of the
Custom groups.

Expiration notification banner for Org and Accounts:  SanerNow will  now display a
notification  banner  for  Organizations  and Accounts  when the  expiry  date  is  less  than or
equal to 30 days.

https://docs.secpod.com/docs/sanernow-6-1-1-release-notes/
https://docs.secpod.com/docs/how-to-use-oauth-enabled-authentication-in-sanernow-mail-settings/
https://docs.secpod.com/docs/device-management-using-sanernow/#agent-status-icons
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CCE IDs displayed during policy creation in SanerNow CM: We have mapped each
compliance rule with its corresponding CCE. You can now search for and identify a CCE ID
and get detailed information by clicking on the relevant CCE ID.

Custom Remediation for applications needing paid patches: Using SanerNow PM,
you can remediate vulnerabilities for applications requiring subscription-based or paid
patches by creating an automated remediation job with the help of a custom remediation
script. Click here to learn more.

Rest and Report API Updates:
Here is an overview of the API changes made in SanerNow 6.1.1.

Newly Added API                   

Get Device Tag Keys: The ‘getDeviceTagKeys’ API will return all the tags assigned to
devices. Using the ‘getDeviceTags’ API, you can fetch tags assigned to individual devices
and for all the devices in an Account.

Report API Changes

We have introduced the following three Report APIs to provide a detailed device-wise view of the
installed patches, missing patches, and patch compliance for devices in an Account.

Installed Patches By Device
Missing Patches By Device
Patch Compliance By Device

We hope the enhancements part of the 6.1.1 release improves your experience with SanerNow.
Your feedback is of paramount importance to us. If you have suggestions or feature requests to
help improve your experience with SanerNow, please send them to us at support@secpod.com.

https://docs.secpod.com/docs/how-to-patch-third-party-applications-that-need-paid-patches-using-sanernow-pm/
https://docs.secpod.com/docs/how-to-patch-third-party-applications-that-need-paid-patches-using-sanernow-pm/
mailto:support@secpod.com

